MEMORANDUM

TO: The Honorable Brian J. J. Choy
Office of Environmental Quality Control

FROM: William W. Paty, Chairperson
Board of Land and Natural Resources

SUBJECT: Document for Publication in the OEQC Bulletin - Environmental Assessment for Conservation District Use Application HA-2523 for Radio Relay Station, Mauna Loa, Hawaii
TMK: 3-9-009: 01

The above mentioned Chapter 343 Document was reviewed and a negative declaration was declared based upon the environmental assessment provided with the CDUA.

Please feel free to call me or Ed Henry of our Office of Conservation and Environmental Affairs, at 587-0377, if you have any questions.

__________________________
WILLIAM W. PATY
CONSERVATION DISTRICT USE APPLICATION

CONSEVATION DISTRICT USE APPLICATION

CONE 7996
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STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
P. O. BOX 521
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809

DEPARTMENT MASTER APPLICATION FORM

(PRINT OR TYPE)

I. LANDOWNER/WATER SOURCE OWNER
(If State land, to be filled in by Government Agency in control of property)

Kamehameha Schools
Name Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate

Address 78-6831 Alii Drive
Suite 232
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740

Telephone No. 322-6088

SIGNATURE
Date 4/27/1991

II. APPLICANT (Water Use, omit if applicant is Landowner)

Name University of Hawaii at Hilo
Address 523 W. Lanikaula Street
Hilo, HI 96720-4091

Telephone No. 933-3640

Interest in Property

(Indicate interest in property; submit written evidence of this interest)

*SIGNATURE
Date

III. TYPE OF PERMIT(S) APPLYING FOR

( ) A. State Lands

( ) B. Conservation District Use

( ) C. Withdraw Water From A Ground Water Control Area

( ) D. Supply Water From A Ground Water Control Area

( ) E. Well Drilling/Modification

IV. WELL OR LAND PARCEL LOCATION REQUESTED

District Kauai
Island Hawaii
County Hawaii

Tax Map Key 3-9-9-1
Area of Parcel

(Indicate in acres or sq. ft.)

Term (if lease)
September 17, 1991

University of Hawaii at Hilo
Center for the Study of Active Volcanoes
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Attention: Dr. James L. Anderson
Director

Dear Dr. Anderson:

Right-of-Entry, Lease No. 27,792, TMK: 399-001-004, Keauhou, Kau, Hawaii

This responds to your letter request to enter onto the above subject area to place a small radio relay station at the 7,996 foot elevation level for the purpose of transmitting seismic signals from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory to the University of Hawaii at Hilo.

You are hereby granted a Right-of-Entry subject to the following terms and conditions:

1) TERM: October 1, 1991 to August 31, 1992 and to continue thereafter subject to termination upon 30 days written notice by either grantor or grantee.

2) PURPOSE: To establish a relay station consisting of two Condel radios, two Scala antennas, and Arco M-25 solar panels and permit authorized personnel access to the site.

3) INDEMNIFICATION: The University of Hawaii at Hilo (UHHIC) agrees to the extent permitted by law, the Kamehameha Schools/Bishop Estate shall be held harmless from any liability for damages, injury, or death caused by or resulting from an activity of UHHIC, its employees, agents, representatives or contractors under this right-of-entry.
4) **LESSEES RIGHTS:** This right-of-entry will be subject to the approval of Lessees Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Dillingham and UIHC shall take all steps necessary to insure that its actions in no way interfere or hinder ranch operations.

Should the above conditions be acceptable to you please sign in the space provided below and return an executed copy to our office prior to the commencement date shown above.

Please contact Bob Rosehill of our Hilo Office at 969-1256 if you have any questions regarding this matter or if you require further assistance.

Very truly yours,

Robert K. Lindsey
Manager
Hawaii Island Region

ACCEPTED:

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT HILO

By ___________________________ Date 9-30-91

Its
V. Environmental Assessment

1. Identification of applicant or proposing agency.

University of Hawaii at Hilo
Center for the Study of Active Volcanoes
523 W. Laniakula Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720-4091

2. Identification of approving agency, if applicable.

State of Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

3. Identification of agencies consulted in making assessment.

THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, HAWAIIAN VOLCANO OBSERVATORY (HVO)
Jack Lockwood is the geologist responsible for studying Mauna Loa. He suggested that if we wanted to be above the forested area, the best location for our project would be the spatter cone, elevation 7996, on Mauna Loa's northeast rift. He explained that it had line-of-sight with both HVO and the University, was difficult of access for vandals, and would provide a stable base for our equipment.

HAWAII VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK, RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In an informal meeting, Dan Taylor indicated that he saw no problem with placing our radio equipment at Cone 7996. He said he thought it would have no adverse effects on the environment, and that there were few plants in the area.

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION
According to this office, there are no known archaeologic or historic sites at the spatter cone we are considering for our project site. There is a low probability that any exist out there, since the cone is surrounded on all sides by aa flows. The office was pleased to hear that we would be causing minimal ground disturbance, only drilling three small 1/2-inch diameter holes to bolt the guy wires in place, with the rest of the equipment resting on the existing ground surface.

DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE
Ronald Bachman explained that the only possible hazard he could see with the project would be that of certain birds, such as shearwaters, that fly at dusk at that elevation and might possibly crash into the antenna. He suggested two possibilities to mitigate this problem: first, to set a strobe light on top of the antenna mast to alert birds to the presence of the equipment; second, to set the antenna mast along the side of the spatter cone rather than on top of it so that it wouldn't possibly be in a bird flight path.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Jim Jacobi agreed that low-flying birds could pose a problem. The three species that pass through the area are the dark-rump petrel, the banded-rump petrel, and the shearwater. Paul Banko suggested that although the antenna mast would be extremely small and would hardly pose the kind of threat to birds that several miles of goat fence would, nevertheless, a bird could conceivably injure itself if it flew into the antenna at dusk. He agreed that placing the antennas and mast on the side of the cone, in a topographically sheltered area, would be the best way to prevent any possible harm to birds. Tom Telfer, the District Biologist on Kauai, doubted birds would run into such a short antenna mast. He said that when birds run into goat fences, it is because the fence wires are so very thin as to be virtually invisible; our mast will be 2" thick and have antennas a few inches across mounted to it and will thus be quite visible to these birds. Tom explained that the birds have very good night vision, and since they don’t crash into trees, they won’t likely crash into our antennas or mast. He said at the high elevation where we will be locating the equipment, the birds will be even less endangered, because there are much less clouds than at lower elevations so their vision will rarely be obscured. On Kauai, they have had problems with these birds crashing into streetlights, as though the light attracts them; therefore, he recommended that we not use a strobe light to warn the birds.
4. General description of the action's technical, economic, social, and environmental characteristics.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The equipment we will be placing on the proposed site will consist of the following items:

a) one receiving Condol radio, 3" x 6" x 3" in size
b) one transmitting Condol radio, 3" x 6" x 3" in size
c) one receiving Scala antenna
d) one transmitting Scala antenna
e) two 6-volt batteries
f) two Arco solar panels, each 18" x 30" x 2"
g) one 5' antenna mast, consisting of 2" metal pipe sunk into the ground
h) three guy wires to support the antenna mast, each wire 7' long
i) three bolts, which will secure the guy wires into the adjacent rock
j) connecting cables that run between the solar panels and batteries, between the batteries and the radios, and between the radios and the antennas
k) a weatherproof box to store the electronic items in

Please see the attached drawing (Fig. 1).

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The cost of the equipment listed above, which the University has bought, is $1850.00. The cost of maintaining the equipment is estimated to be $700.00 per year.

Because the project is educational, there should be no impact on the economy in general. No new jobs will be created in connection with the project. Individuals or organizations wishing to visit the seismograph display at the University may do so free of charge; there they will be able to observe earthquakes being recorded whose signals pass through the telemetry project.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Because the project will be situated in an area which is not populated, and rarely if ever visited, there will be minimal social impact. To get to the site from a trail or road, a person would have to walk over at least two miles of rugged area. It is unlikely that anyone would undertake such a hike. Geologists occasionally might pass through the area when studying Mauna Loa lava flows; these scientists will be alerted to the presence of our antennas on the site.
ENVIROMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

The proposed project location is on a spatter cone, shown on the accompanying maps (Figs. 2 & 3). The cone is at an elevation of 7996 feet, and is located on Mauna Loa's northeast rift zone. On the cone, there are scattered pukeawe and ohalo bushes, kukameloe, a few grasses, and an occasional ohia tree. Because the vegetation is so sparse, the telemetry station can be set up without disturbing a single plant. The nearest ohia tree will be over 120 feet away from the proposed site. The cone is made of consolidated basaltic spatter. The surrounding ground is primarily aa, with a slope of about ten degrees; the cone lies in the midst of the Keamoku lava flows. Pahoehoe flows from the 1984 eruption of Mauna Loa wrap around the base of the cone 80 feet below. It is over two miles away from any trail or road.
5. Summary description of the affected environment, including suitable and adequate location and site maps.

The site is located within the Puu Ulaula quadrangle, and is a small spatter cone indicated by the elevation 7996 feet, located about two miles northeast of Puu Kula (see attached maps, Figs. 2-5).

The environment is primarily basaltic lava flows of aa and pahoehoe. Vegetation consists of sparsely scattered puakeni, ohelo, and grasses, with an occasional ohia tree on the side of the cone. The closest trail is the one to the summit of Mauna Loa which passes Puu Ulaula, and it is about two miles away. The closest road is for four-wheel drive vehicles, and it is about three miles away (Fig. 7).

The site is located on the northeast rift zone of Mauna Loa, allowing line-of-sight to both the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory and the University of Hawaii at Hilo. Adjacent lava flows include the Keaokaua aa flows and pahoehoe from Mauna Loa's 1984 eruption.
6. Identification and summary of major impacts and alternatives considered, if any.

MAJOR IMPACTS

There will be no major impacts on the environment, because the amount of equipment is so small. The equipment will consist of, at most, two radios, two 6-volt batteries, two solar panels (18" x 30" x 2"), two Scala antennas (both mounted on a 5-foot tall, 2" diameter metal pipe supported by guy wires), connecting wires and terminals, and an environmentally protected box to house some of the equipment in. The ground surface to be covered by the equipment will be approximately eight square feet.

The Condal radios will be operating at milliwatts. This small amount of wattage will not pose any kind of health hazard; nor will it be strong enough to affect other existing radio frequencies which normally operate at higher power.

There will be only three minor impacts. The first will be drilling small holes into the rock to bolt guy wires. The second will be the helicopter landing on the ground nearby for assembly and maintenance visits. The third will be the potential for birds flying at dusk to crash into the antenna.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

1. Puu Kulua. This hill is in an ideal location, but it is unstable because it is a cone of loose cinders. In the event of an earthquake, our equipment could become damaged.

2. Puu Kipu. This hill is covered with large trees. To put an antenna up, it would be necessary to cut down some of the trees, and the antenna would have to be higher than the trees, which would necessitate a thirty-foot mast.

3. Higher along the rift zone. An antenna placed in this area would be far more visible to hikers along the Mauna Loa trail, and thus more susceptible to vandalism, as well as detracting from the wilderness nature of the hike.
7. Proposed mitigation measures, if any.

Drilling holes:
It is essential that we drill three small holes, about 1/2 inch in diameter, so that we can bolt the guy wires which support the antenna mast into the solid rock. To mitigate this effect, we will choose carefully where we drill, selecting the most aesthetically appropriate area, and making sure we drill no more than three holes.

Helicopter landing:
The helicopter will land on the spatter cone in such a manner as to not harm vegetation. The landing spot will be chosen so as to create the least possible disturbance to the ground.

Bird safety:
Our main concern is the safety of birds flying near the area at dusk. To prevent these birds from crashing into the antenna, we plan to use a short antenna mast, only 5 feet in height, constructed of a pole thick enough to be visible to birds. On a recent reconnaissance trip, no birds, feathers, nor other evidence of bird activity was seen on the cone. The antenna mast will be located in an area of the cone where the topography is rough and undulating, so that birds would naturally tend to fly several feet above the ground surface anyway to avoid crashing into the cinder hummocks.
8. Determination.

It has been determined that the impacts on the proposed project site will be very small. The small impacts on the environment will be placing the equipment on the ground surface and drilling three small holes; landing with a helicopter to service the equipment annually; and placing a small antenna in the potential path of birds. Actions will be taken to mitigate all of these effects (see Section 7). We therefore request a Negative Declaration.

9. Findings and reasons supporting determination.

The Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, has indicated that the site would be appropriate for our project because of the stability of the spatter cone and its difficult access for vandals. Resource Management has provided assurance that there are few plants in the area, and these will not be adversely affected. The State Historic Preservation Division has made it clear that there are no known archaeologic or historic sites at the spatter cone we are considering for our project site. DLNR, Forestry and Wildlife, have suggested an appropriate placement of a short antenna mast to protect low-flying birds.

All impacts which are negative will be mitigated (see Section 7).

10. Agencies to be consulted in the preparation of the EIS, if applicable.

Not applicable.
VI. Summary of Proposed Use

The University of Hawaii at Hilo (UHH) would like to place a small radio relay station on the spatter cone described earlier. The relay station would consist of two Condal radios (5" x 3" x 3" in size), one for receiving signals from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory and one for transmitting them to UHH; two Scala directional antennas which would be mounted on a metal pole about five feet high (supported by three guy wires bolted into the nearby rock); two Arco solar panels (about 18" x 30" x 2" in size); two 6-volt batteries (about the size of a regular car battery); and wires connecting the various pieces of equipment. The electronic equipment will be placed in a weatherproof box to protect it from the elements.

The purpose of the relay station is to transmit seismic signals from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO), located on the rim of Kilauea Caldera, down to the University of Hawaii at Hilo. At present, HVO has over 50 seismic stations located at various places on the island, and radio signals from these stations are sent to the observatory building, where they are then recorded on seismic drums and the scientists are able to analyze the earthquakes. The University plans to have signals from five of these stations sent from HVO down to the University's Geology building, to be recorded on seismic drums there. The University has a program for teaching volcano monitoring methods to students, and the seismic drums play an important part in this program.
INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR ALL USES

I. Description of Parcel.
   A. EXISTING STRUCTURES/USE.

   There are no existing structures of any kind on the proposed site, nor within two miles of it. There is minimal use of the site by humans; occasionally a geologist passes through the area when studying rocks. The nearest used land is the trail to the summit of Mauna Loa, which is a little over two miles away; day hikers and backpackers frequently use this trail, but it will not be affected by the proposed project.

   2. EXISTING UTILITIES.

   There are no existing utilities within several miles of the site.

   3. EXISTING ACCESS.

   There is no existing access to the project site. The nearest road, which is for four-wheel drive vehicles only, is over two miles away. The nearest trail, which is the one leading to the summit of Mauna Loa, is over two miles away. These are shown on an accompanying map (Fig. 7).

   To get to the project site to set up the equipment, we plan to fly in by helicopter.

   Access will be required initially to set up the equipment; after that, a visit annually for maintenance should be all that is required, unless some unforeseen problem such as a lightning strike requires an additional trip to the site.

   D. VEGETATION.

   The site was specifically and carefully chosen to be away from plants so as not to disturb them, and so as not to have them interfere with the equipment. The only plants nearby are pukaue bushes, ohelo bushes, kukaenene, and small grasses. There is an occasional ohia tree along the lower slopes of the cone.

   E. TOPOGRAPHY.

   The project location is on a small spatter cone, elevation 7996 feet. The surrounding topography displays the typical gentle shield volcano shape of a young volcano, with a slope of about ten percent. The accompanying map shows contour lines (Fig. 3).

   F. IF SHORELINE AREA, DESCRIBE SHORELINE.

   Area is not a shoreline area.
G. EXISTING COVENANTS, EASEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS.

According to Bill Rosehill, Land Manager at Bishop Estate, we will be allowed to use the site gratis, since the project is educational and will be open to visits by Kamehameha Schools. The arrangement will be subject to periodic review by the Board of Directors of Bishop Estate.

H. HISTORIC SITES AFFECTED.

According to the State Historic Preservation Division, there do not appear to be any known archaeological or historic sites at the spatter cone we are considering for our project site. There is a low probability that any exist out there, since the cone is surrounded on all sides by aa flows. We will be causing minimal ground disturbance, only drilling three small holes to bolt the guy wires in place, with the rest of the equipment resting on the existing ground surface.

II. Description: Describe the activity proposed, its purpose and all operations to be conducted.

The University of Hawaii at Hilo (UH) would like to place a small radio relay station on the spatter cone described earlier. The relay station would consist of two Conel radios (5" x 3" x 3" in size), one for receiving signals from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory and one for transmitting them to UH; two Scala directional antennas which would be mounted on a metal pole about five feet high (supported by three guy wires bolted into the nearby rock); two Arco solar panels (about 18" x 30" x 2" in size); two 6-volt batteries (about the size of a regular car battery); and wires connecting the various places of equipment. The electronic equipment will be placed in a weatherproof box to protect it from the elements.

The purpose of the relay station is to transmit seismic signals from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO), located on the rim of Kilauea Caldera, down to the University of Hawaii at Hilo. At present, HVO has over 50 seismic stations located at various places on the island, and radio signals from these stations are sent to the observatory building, where they are then recorded on seismic drums and the scientists are able to analyze the earthquakes. The University plans to have signals from five of these stations sent from HVO down to the University's geology building, to be recorded on seismic drums there. The University has a program for teaching volcano monitoring methods to students, and the seismic drums play an important part in this program.

Once a year, it will be necessary for an electronics technician to visit the site to repair and maintain the equipment. This will most likely be done by means of helicopter.
III. Commencement Date: January 1, 1992.
Completion Date: Indefinite.

IV. Type of Use Requested.
Conditional.
Information from Page 4, Master Application Form.

Name and distance of nearest town or landmark.

The nearest landmark is Kulani Hill, which is 6 1/2 miles away. The nearest
town is Volcano Village, which is 9 1/2 miles away.

Boundary Interpretation.

The area is over 3000 feet from the boundary of any other Conservation Dis-

Conservation District Subzone: Protective (green).
County General Plan Designation: Conservation District.

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR CONDITIONAL USE ONLY

I. Plans, including north arrow and graphic scale.
A. Area Plan.

Show the relationship of the proposed project to existing and future uses in
abutting parcels.
There are two abutting parcels. One is the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,
located two miles from the site. Its existing and future uses are for people
to hike along existing trails and enjoy nature. The part of the Park within
three miles of the site is designated a wilderness area. The other abutting
parcel, located half a mile from the site, is owned by the State, and is the
Mauna Loa Forest and Game Reserve. This area has been designated a conserva-
tion district (Fig. 6).

Identify major existing facilities.
There are no major existing facilities within four miles of the site. The
nearest facility of any kind is the National Park Cabin adjacent to Puu Ulau-
la, which is about four-and-a-half miles away; the Mauna Loa Boys' School
building (not used since the 1950s) is just under five miles away; and Kulani
Hill, which is about six miles away, has numerous radio antennas on it.

Provide names and addresses of adjacent property owners.
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Hawaii 96718

State of Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809
B. Site Plan.

Show the dimensions and shape of the lot.
This is not a lot. The dimensions and shape of the parcel can be seen on TKX 9-9-01 (Fig. 5).

Show existing features, including vegetation, water area, roads, and utilities.
The site plan shows everything within a quarter-mile radius of the project location. There is no water, no roads, and no utilities. Vegetation consists of sparsely scattered ohelo, pukeawe, kukanene, and grasses, with an occasional ohia tree over 120 feet from the project site (Fig. 8).

C. Construction Plan.

Existing and proposed changes in contours.
The existing contours are of a spatter cone. As the accompanying drawing shows, a small area of about eight square feet will be used for the equipment to rest on. The contours will not need to be changed for the small area used (Fig. 9).

Buildings and structures, open space and recreation areas.
Not applicable.

Landscaping, including buffers.
A few rocks from the area will be piled up around the equipment to protect it, as shown in the accompanying drawing (Fig. 9).

Roadways, offstreet parking area, existing and proposed drainage, proposed utilities and other improvements, revegetation plans, drainage plans, grading, trenching, filling, dredging, soil disposal.
Not applicable.

D. Maintenance Plans.

The proposed project is an unmanned communications facility. Once a year, an electronics/telemetry technician will visit the site to inspect the equipment, replace worn parts, and make sure everything is in top shape.

Should a part of the equipment become damaged and/or inoperable between the annual maintenance visits, the technician would need to visit the site at such time as well. An example of this would be a lightning strike, which could harm the radio.

E. Management Plans.

No animal, plant, or mineral resources will be used.

F. Historic or Archaeological Site Plan.

There do not appear to be any historic nor archaeological sites. (See pages 2, 12.)
II. Subzone Objective.
Demonstrate that the intended use is consistent with the objective of the subject Conservation District Subzone.

"The objective of the Conservation District Subzone is to protect valuable resources in designated areas as restricted watersheds, marine, plant, and wildlife sanctuaries, significant historic, archaeological, geological, and volcanological features and sites, and other designated unique areas."

The intended use of the proposed project is consistent with this objective. The project is small in scale and will have virtually no damaging effects on the environment. It is educational, and the telemetry site will serve a non-profit, public purpose.
Aerial view of Cone 7996. Lava flows from Mauna Loa's 1984 eruption (black) surround the cone.

View from Cone 7996 looking downslope towards Hilo.
Vegetation on the cone is sparse and scattered. The telemetry equipment is small enough that it can be set up without disturbing the plants.

Typical vegetation on the cone includes kukaenene. The rock hammer provides scale.
There are a few ohia trees on Cone 7996.
SITE PLAN

SHOWING VEGETATION, ROADS, WATER, AND UTILITIES WITHIN 1/4 MILE OF PROJECT

VEGETATION KEY
- OHA TREES
- PUEAWE, CHOILO, AND GRASSES

SCALE
1/4 MILE

Project Location

(Note: No roads, water, or utilities exist within 1/4 mile of site)

FIGURE 8
SKETCH OF EQUIPMENT ON THE CONE

FIGURE 9